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F R E E E X T E N S I O N S OF C O U P L E D SYSTEMS 
VACLAV HAVEL (BRNO) 
Received May 21, 1965 
A coupled system consists of ,,points" and ,,lines" such that each 
point (line) can be understood as a set of certain pairs of lines (points). 
An important particular case of a coupled system is of course an ,,inci-
dence structure".1) In the present Note we deduce some results on free 
extensions of coupled systems parallelly to any known properties of 
free extensions of incidence structures.2) 
A coupled system, is defined as a quadruple (Slffl9 S2,f2) where S1? 
$2 are nonempty sets and f{ is a mapping of a certain set Dom/^ cz 
cz {X c Si\ card X = 2} into Sf; (i,j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), If Dom f{ = 
= {X cz S{\ card X = 2} for i = 1, 2, we get a complete coupled system 
If Sl5 S2 are finite sets we get a finite coupled system. 
Let & = (Si,fi;i = l, 2), <£' = (S[, f- ; i = 1, 2) be coupled systems 
such that S{ <= St., Dom f{ cz Dom/^, /t{a, 6} = c ->/^{a, 6} = c for 
i = 1, 2. Then we say that £ is a coupled subsystem of (£' and write 
<£<<£'-
A family 8 = (W)Yer of coupled systems (£> = (S^, ft; i = 1, 2) is 
said to be compatible if /?{a, b} = c, ff{a, b} = d => c = d (for cc, fi e T 
and i = 1, 2). 
If S is such a compatible family then there exists the coupled system 
U 0? = (U #5, U /*; t = 1, 2) such that, for i = 1, 2, Dom (U/*) = 
-/€p "/ep -/ep yeT 
= U Dom/* and (U/r) {a, 6} = c o ^y e r :f\{a, b} = c. A compa-
rer •/€/' 
tible family S is said to be intersecting if n Dom/?- 7- 0 for i = 1, 2. 
yep 
If S is an intersecting family then there is the coupled system n £ y = 
yer 
= (n fl$, n / * ; * = 1, 2) such that, for i = 1,2, Dom (nft) = n Dom/* 
yep ye. yep yep 
and n / t f a , 6} = c <-> yy e T : /*>, 6} = c. 
Let £ = (#t-, fi; i = 1, 2) be a coupled subsystem of a complete 
system (£ = (St-, f{; i = 1, 2). If © is now the family of all complete 
coupled systems (£' satisfying Ct ̂  (£' (( Ct then © is intersecting so that 
there exists the coupled system n £'• It will be called generated by (£ 
*) See G. Pickert: Projektive Ebenen, Berlin---=Göttingen—-Heidelberg 1955; p . 2. 
2. ThirL. n n . 12—2fi ?) Ibid., pp. 12 -26, 
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with respect to Ct. If, in particular n Ct' === ®> then (It is said to be gene-
rated by Ct. 
Let (£ = (SiJ); i = 1, 2), (£' = ( f l ' £ , / / ; i === 1, 2) be cc pled systems. 
Any mapping of Ct onto Ct' is defined as a pair o* = (ox, o2) where o( is 
a mapping of Sr- onto S\ for i = 1, 2. Such a mapping a is called an 
epimorphism between (£ and Ct' if for every {x, y} e D o m / - with r/?.r 7-- o*fu 
it follows {otx, oty} e Dom f[ and o*;/{.r, ?/} = fl{atx, a4y} for (i, j ) = 
= (1, 2), (2, 1) and if {{otx, o{y} \{x, y} e D o m / . , o{x ^ o^y} = Dom 
f\ for i = 1, 2. 
If, moreover, there is a coupled subsystem (£" ĉ  £ , (£' such tha t the 
restriction of 0 with respect to Ct" is the identity mapping upon Ct" 
then we say t ha t 0 is an epimorphism O^er £ " . B y an isomorphism wc 
shall mean a bijective epimorphism. 
Let Ct = (S,-, / • ; i = 1, 2) be a coupled subsystem of a complete 
coupled system Ct' = (S•, f-; i = 1, 2). Construct a sequence (Gn)nLo 
of coupled subsystems Ct" = (S?, / * ; i = 1, 2) in Ct' (this sequence will 
be denoted as the extension chain over Ct in Ct') as follows: Set Ct0 — C 
If Ctn is already formed, determine G>+1 in such a way tha t D o m / n + 1 = 
= {X c Sn 1 Card X = 2} and S^
1 = Sn U Tw where T n = {ffa, b} 
\{a, b}eBomff+1\-Domff}; (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1). Clearly (C»)2L0 is 
00 
compatible and U CE> is equal to the coupled system generated b y Ct 
n = l 
with respect to Ct'. 
Let Ct = (Sit / • ; i = 1, 2) be a coupled system. Now we deter-
mine a sequence (C'*)£L0 of coupled systems (£
n = (S?, /f; i = 1, 2) 
(this sequence will be called the free extension chain over Ct) as follows: 
Set (£° = Ct. If Ctn is already determined, form Ctn+1 in such a way that , 
for(i, j) = (1, 2), (2,1), Dom ff+1 = {X cz S» | card K = 2} and S ^ 1 = 
= Sf U Tf where JTM is a set disjoint to Sf and corresponding to Dom 
ff+1 \ Dom /t1 in some bijection gf+1 so t ha t ff+1 |D o m /», = ff and 
J?*1 lDom/,-1 \ D o m ^ = gf+1- Then (gn)£Lo is compatible and T(G) = 
00 
= U (£n will be called the complete free extension of Ct. Thus F(Ct) is deter-
n-=l 
mined uniquely up to isomorphisms. If convenient, we shall use also the 
symbol F((£) up to preceding isomorphisms. 
Proposition L Let £ = (S{, f{, i = 1,2) be a coupled Ct = (St-, f{; 
i = 1,2) be some coupled system generated by (£. Then there is an iso-
morphism over Ct of (£ onto F(Ct) iff there is, for each coupled system Ct' ge-
nerated by G, and epimorphism over (£ between Ct and Ct'. 
P roof . Necessity; I t is to show tha t there is an epimorphism over Ct 
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between F((E) and (E' if (E' is an arbitrary coupled system generated by (E. 
We shall use the corresponding extension chains ((En)>f-o, (<£'"')•»£. {l. 
and form for each n = 0, 1, 2, ... a mapping q>n = (<pw, qfy) of (Ew upon (£'«. 
The prescription is as follows: First, let <p° be the identity mapping 
upon (E. Secondly, let <pn be already formed. We require that <pn^ 
prolongs <pn in such a way that (pi+1fj+1{x, y} is equal t j f]n+1{(pjx, <pjy} if 
cpjx ^ cpjy and to an arbitrary element of S'n+1 if cpjx = cpjy. By 
induction it follows that each <pn(n = 0,1, ...) is an epimorphism over <E 
between (En and (E'". Now there is exactly one epimorphism <p over (E 
between F((E) and (E' which prolongs all <pn. Sufficiency: For given (E, (E 
suppose that to every coupled system (E' generated by (E there is an 
epimorphism over (E between (E and (E'. In particular there must exist 
an epimorphism y; over (E between (E and F((£). Further we use the 
epimorphism <p between F((E) and (E constructed as above. We shall 
prove that for <pn = <p \$n, ̂
w = tp\^n, it holds oj?
w o^w -= *#V, \pn o 99" = id&n 
(n = 0, 1, . . .). In fact, for ^ = 0, the assertion holds. Let it hold for 
some n. Then for any z e TJ there is a pair {x, y} e Dom ff+1 such that 
QO 
fi{x, y} = z. As z ^ 1/, ^ x # y>#, it} m u s t b e Viz = ( u fi){VP> ViV} 
n-0 
and ^(V / Z) = /*fo><(W*). <Pi\W$)}=Ji{*>y}\ (*> i) = (!'
2)' t2 '1)- T h u * 
^«+i 0 -̂ n+i _. idjn+1. (Similarly for the remaining relation \p
n o <pn = 
= id&). Consequently ip is an isomorphism over (E between (E and F((E). 
Q.E.D. 
Let (E = (iSt-,/f; t = 1, 2) and (E' = ( ^ ,/:,• i = 1,2) be coupled systems 
such that (E < (E' < F((E). (E' is said to be & free extension of (E (and this 
relation will be denoted by (E cj (E' if, for (i,j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), 2 e S], 
2 e T?, z = /?+1{#,*/} implies x,y e S\. 
Proposition 2. Let <E = (S<, / , ;» = 1, 2), <T = (/&;,£; t = 1, 2), 
<E" = (S'-,f-;i = 1, 2) be coupled systems such that (E <| (E' < (E". T^en 
(E<| (E" i^(E 'Cjr . 
Proof. Let ((Ew)£Lo and ((E'n)£L0 be the free extension chains of 
F((E) and F((E') respectively. Clearly (E'° < F(<£). Let <E'n < F((E) be fulfilled. 
Then, for (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), each z e S>+1 determines the minimal 
index v such that z = ff+1{x, y => x,y}e S% and consequently J}+1 
{x,y}sSj+1. Thus, by induction, (E'n < F(<£) for all n = 0, 1, .. and 
F((E') = F((E). 
Now let <T <] <£". Let (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1). If 2 e SJ and 2 e ^ > for 
some m then there is an index k such that zeT1-. Thus/ffl{a;, i/} = z => 
=> x, y e S'- and we have (E <j (E". 
Let (E Cl (E". Let (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1). If z e S'j and 2 e TJ1 for some 
m then either z e S'j or there is h such that z e T^h. By the assumptions 
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about (£' and (£" it holds z = fih+1{x, y) => x, y e S"{ SO that (T <| (£". 
Q.E.D. 
A coupled system (£ = (£,-,/.•; i = 1,2) is said to be closed if, for 
(i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), to every z e S?- there exist distinct pairs {xx, yx}, 
{x2, y2} e Dom/,. such that/ ?{ .r1 ? H2} = / ; { ; % 2/2} = *• 
Proposition 3. Let (£= (S^f^i = 1,2) be a coupled system and 
(£' = (S'^fl; i = 1, 2) a fnite closed coupled system. If (£' q F(C) 
then (£/ cj (£. 
Proof . Let (Cw)iS=o D e t n e free extension chain of (£. Since (£' is 
supposed to be finite there is z e Sx U S2 with maximal index i> such 
00 
tha t 2 e S[ U S2\ If v > 0 then z = (U /
n){.r, 2/} for precisely one 
n^O 
{x, y} cz Si"1; here, (i, j) is equal to (1, 2) or to (2, 1) according to the 
nature of z. Because of the maximality of v it must be {x, y} e Dom f\ 
which contradicts to the assumption that (£' is closed. Thus v < 0 
and consequently (£,' <] (£. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 4. Let £ = (S?:,/?-; i = 1, 2), (£' = (S'^f^; i = 1, 2) be 
/mife coupled systems. If ¥((£), ¥((£') are isomorphic then (£' has the common 
free extension with an isomorphic image of (£. 
Proof . Let there exist an isomorphism a = (ax, a2) of F((£) onto 
¥((£'). As (£ and (£' are finite, there is a coupled system (£* = (S*,/*; 
i = 1, 2 < F((T) such tha t £ ' < (£*, OC < <£* and tha t for (i, j ) = (1, 2), 
(2, 1), if zeT'-m or zea(Tm respectively then z = fjm+1{x,y} implies 
x, y e S*. Thus (T c| (£* and £ <J a'1 (£*. Q.E.D. 
Let £ = (Si,f{; i = 1, 2) be n coupled system with D o m / . = D o m / 2 
= (1 Then F((£) will be called a free coupled system. 
Proposition 5. TO every complete coupled system (£ = (Si,fi; i = 1,2) 
there is an epimorphism of a free coupled system onto (£. 
Proof . Let (T = (S'^fci = 1, 2) w i t h S ; = Sl9 S2 = S2andDom/; = 
= D o m / 2 = 0. Let ((£'
n)%Lo be the free extension chain of (£'. Construct 
a mapping a = (ax, a2) of ¥((£') onto (£ as follows: For all x e S{, set 
r/̂ o; = x; i = 1, 2. Let a mapping o*w = (an, a2) of(£'
n onto some coupled 
subsystem of (£ be already determined . For (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), if 
z e T> , z = f'in+1{x, y} and anx ^ any or crja: = any respectively, then 
set af+1z = f}{ax, ay} or take for a
n+1z an arbitrary element of S;'
n+1. 
The mapping a which prolongs simultaneously ail an; n = 0, 1, . . . , 
presents the required epimorphism of ¥((£') onto (£. Q.E.D. 
